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Abstract
While neural machine translation (NMT) has achieved
state-of-the-art translation performance, it is unable to
capture the alignment between the input and output dur-
ing the translation process. The lack of alignment in NMT
models leads to three problems: it is hard to (1) inter-
pret the translation process, (2) impose lexical constraints,
and (3) impose structural constraints. To alleviate these
problems, we propose to introduce explicit phrase align-
ment into the translation process of arbitrary NMT mod-
els. The key idea is to build a search space similar to that
of phrase-based statistical machine translation for NMT
where phrase alignment is readily available. We design
a new decoding algorithm that can easily impose lexical
and structural constraints. Experiments show that our ap-
proach makes the translation process of NMT more in-
terpretable without sacrificing translation quality. In addi-
tion, our approach achieves significant improvements in
lexically and structurally constrained translation tasks.
1 Introduction
Neural machine translation (NMT), which leverages neu-
ral networks to map between natural languages, has made
remarkable progress in the past several years (Sutskever
et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017).
Capable of learning representations from data, NMT has
achieved significant improvements over conventional sta-
tistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn et al., 2003)
and become the new de facto paradigm in the machine
translation community.
Despite its success, NMT suffers from a major draw-
back: there is no alignment to explicitly indicate the cor-
respondence between the input and the output. As all
internal information of an NMT model is represented
as real-valued vectors or matrices, it is hard to asso-
ciate a source word with its translational equivalents on
the target side. Although the attention weights between
the input and the output are available in the RNNsearch
model (Bahdanau et al., 2015), these weights only reflect
relevance rather than translational equivalence (Koehn
and Knowles, 2017). To aggravate the situation, atten-
tion weights between the input and the output are even
unavailable in modern NMT models such as Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017).
The lack of alignment in NMT leads to at least three
problems. First, it is difficult to interpret the translation
process of NMT models without alignment. In conven-
tional SMT (Koehn et al., 2003), the translation process
can be seen as a sequence of interpretable decisions, in
which alignment plays a central role. It is hard to include
such interpretable decisions in NMT models without the
access to alignment. Although visualization tools such as
layer-wise relevance propagation (Ding et al., 2017) can
be used to measure the relevance between two arbitrary
neurons in NMT models, the hidden states in neural net-
works still do not have clear connections to interpretable
language structures.
Second, it is difficult to impose lexical constraints on
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Webpage
HTML Code
• 1845 – American poet Edgar Allan Poe’s 
“The  Raven” (illustration shown) appeared 
in The Evening Mirror.
<li><a>1845</a> - American poet <a>Edgar 
Allan Poe</a>’s “<b><a>The Raven</a></b>” 
<i>(illustration shown)</i> appeared in <a><i> 
The Evening Mirror</i></a>.</li>
Figure 1: Example structural constraints. The translation
of a source string enclosed in a pair of HTML tags must
be confined by the same tag pair on the target side.
NMT systems (Hokamp and Liu, 2017) without align-
ment. For example, given an English sentence
American peot Edgar Allan Poe
, one requires that the English phrase “Edgar Allan Poe”
must be translated by NMT systems as a Chinese word
“ailunpo”. Such lexical constraints are important for both
automatic MT and interactive MT. In automatic MT, it
is desirable to incorporate the translations of infrequent
numbers, named entities, and technical terms into NMT
systems (Luong et al., 2015). In interactive MT, human
experts expect that the NMT system can be controlled and
include specified translations in the system output (Cheng
et al., 2016). Although Hokamp and Liu (2017) and Post
and Vilar (2018) provide solutions to impose lexical con-
straints, their methods can only ensure that the specified
target words or phrases will appear in the system output.
As a result, the ignorance of the alignment to the source
side might deteriorate the adequacy of system output (see
Table 3).
Third, it is difficult to impose structural constraints
on NMT systems without alignment. Figure 1 shows an
example of webpage and its HTML code. Unlike lexi-
cal constraints, structural constraints require that source
strings enclosed in paired HTML tags must be translated
as single units and the translations must be enclosed in the
same paired HTML tags. For example, the Chinese trans-
lation of “〈a〉The Raven〈/a〉” should be “〈a〉wuya〈/a〉”.
It is challenging for NMT models trained on plain text
to translate such structured text. While removing these
HTML tags before translation and inserting tags back
after translation will maintain translation quality but of-
ten violate structural constraints (Zantout and Guessoum,
2001; Joanis et al., 2013), only translating the plain text
within tags and concatenating the translations and tags
in a monotonic way can strictly conform to structural
constraints but impair translation quality (Al-Anzi et al.,
1997).
In this work, we propose to introduce phrase align-
ment into the translation process of arbitrary NMT mod-
els. The basic idea is to develop an NMT model that treats
phrase alignment as a latent variable. During decoding,
the NMT model is used to score a search space simi-
lar with conventional phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al.,
2003), in which phrase alignment is readily available.
While the use of the trained NMT model keeps the ca-
pabilities of NMT in learning representations from data
and capturing non-local dependencies, the availability
of phrase alignment makes it possible to include inter-
pretable decisions in the translation process. Also thanks
to the availability of phrase alignment, we design a new
decoding algorithm that applies to all the unconstrained,
lexically constrained, and structurally constrained trans-
lation tasks. Experiments show that the use of phrase-
based search space does not hurt the translation perfor-
mance of NMT models on the unconstrained translation
task. Moreover, our approach significantly improves over
state-of-the-art methods on the lexically and structurally
constrained translation tasks.
2 Related Work
Our work is related to three lines of research: (1) inter-
preting NMT, (2) constrained decoding for NMT, and (3)
combining SMT and NMT.
2.1 Interpreting NMT
Our work is related to attempts on interpreting NMT
(Ding et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019). Ding et al. (2017) cal-
culate the relevance between source and target words with
layer-wise relevance propagation. Such relevance mea-
sures the contribution of each source word to target word
instead of translational equivalence between source and
target words. Li et al. (2019) predict alignment with an
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external alignment model trained on the output of a statis-
tical word aligner and use prediction differences to quan-
tify the relevance between source and target words. How-
ever, their external alignment model is not identical to
the alignment in the translation process. Our approach
differs from prior studies by introducing explicit phrase
alignment into the translation process of NMT models,
which makes each step in generating a target sentence in-
terpretable to human experts.
2.2 Constrained Decoding for NMT
Our work is also closely related to imposing lexical con-
straints on the decoding process of NMT (Hokamp and
Liu, 2017; Chatterjee et al., 2017; Post and Vilar, 2018).
Hokamp and Liu (2017) propose a lexically constrained
decoding algorithm for NMT. Their approach can ensure
that pre-specified target strings will appear in the system
output. Post and Vilar (2018) improve the efficiency of
lexically constrained decoding by introducing dynamic
beam allocation. One drawback of the two methods is
that they cannot impose lexical constraints on the source
side due to the lack of alignment. Chatterjee et al. (2017)
and Hasler et al. (2018) rely on the attention weights in
the RNNsearch model (Bahdanau et al., 2015) to impose
source-aware lexical constraints with guided beam search.
However, their methods can not be applied to Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017). With translation options, it is also
easy to impose source-aware lexical constraints using our
approach for arbitrary NMT models.
The direction of imposing structural constraints re-
mains much unexplored, especially for NMT. Most prior
studies have focused on SMT. Although the ideal solution
is to directly train NMT models on parallel corpora for
structured text (Du et al., 2010; Hudı´k and Ruopp, 2011;
Tezcan and Vandeghinste, 2011), such labeled datasets are
hard to construct and remain limited in quantity. There-
fore, a more practical solution is to use off-the-shelf MT
systems tailored for unstructured text to translate struc-
tured text (Al-Anzi et al., 1997; Zantout and Guessoum,
2001; Joanis et al., 2013). But these approaches face
the risk of performance degradation or failure to im-
pose structural constraints correctly. Our work proposes
a structurally constrained decoding algorithm for NMT to
preserve structural constraints without sacrificing transla-
tion quality.
American poet Edgar Allan Poe
meiguo
American poet Edgar Allan Poe
meiguo de
American poet Edgar Allan Poe
meiguo de shiren
American poet Edgar Allan Poe
meiguo de shiren ailunpo
American poet Edgar Allan Poe
meiguo de shiren ailunpo
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 2: Neural machine translation with explicit phrase
alignment.
2.3 Combining SMT and NMT
Several authors have endeavored to combine the merits of
SMT and NMT (Stahlberg et al., 2016; Khayrallah et al.,
2017; Dahlmann et al., 2017). Stahlberg et al. (2016) pro-
pose to use the lattice output by SMT as the search space
of NMT. The major difference is that our work allows
for both source word omission and target word insertion,
which seem to be helpful in reducing the gap between
phrase-based and neural spaces. In this work, we only use
NMT models to score the translations in a phrase-based
space. It is possible to exploit SMT features as suggested
by Dahlmann et al. (2017).
3 Approach
Our work aims to introduce phrase alignment into the
translation process of arbitrary NMT models. Figure 2 il-
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lustrate the central idea of our approach. During decoding,
the target sentence and phrase alignment are generated si-
multaneously. As the target sentence grows from left to
right, it is easy to apply arbitrary NMT models to cal-
culate translation probabilities in an incremental way. A
key difference of our approach from conventional phrase-
based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003) is that unaligned source
and target phrases are allowed to reduce the discrepancy
between the search spaces of SMT and NMT models. For
example, Figure 2(b) uses an unaligned target phrase (i.e.,
“de”) and Figure 2(e) uses an unaligned source phrase
(e.g., “Edgar”). With access to phrase alignment, we de-
velop a decoding algorithm that is capable of preserving
lexical and structural constraints without sacrificing trans-
lation quality.
3.1 Modeling
Let x = x1, . . . , xI be a source sentence and y =
y1, . . . , yJ be a target sentence. We use x0 to denote an
empty source word that connects to all unaligned tar-
get phrases and y0 to denote an empty target word that
connects to all unaligned source phrases. We use z =
z1, . . . , zK to denote the phrase alignment between the
source and target sentences. Each link zk = (ib, ie, jb, je)
is a 4-tuple, where ib is the beginning position of the
source phrase, ie is the ending position of the source
phrase, jb is the beginning position of the target phrase,
and je is the ending position of the target phrase. For ex-
ample, the phrase alignment in Figure 2 comprises five
links: z1 = (1, 1, 1, 1), z2 = (0, 0, 2, 2), z3 = (2, 2, 3, 3),
z4 = (4, 5, 4, 4), and z5 = (3, 3, 0, 0). For convenience,
we use xzk to denote the source phrase spanning from
ib to ie and yzk to denote the target phrase spanning
from jb to je. For example, xz4 is “Allan Poe” and yz4
is “alunpo”.
More formally, our approach is based on a latent vari-
able model given by
P (y|x;θ) =
∑
z
P (y, z|x;θ), (1)
where θ is a set of model parameters.
The probability of generating the target sentence y and
phrase alignment z given the source sentence x can be
further factored as
P (y, z|x;θ) =
K∏
k=1
P (zk|x,yz1 , . . . ,yzk−1 , z<k;θ)
P (yzk |x,yz1 , . . . ,yzk−1 , zk;θ), (2)
where P (zk|x,yz1 , . . . ,yzk−1 , z<k;θ) is a phrase align-
ment model and P (yzk |x,yz1 , . . . ,yzk−1 ;θ) is a phrase
translation model. Note that z<k = z1, . . . zk−1 is a par-
tial phrase alignment. As it is challenging to estimate the
phrase alignment model from data due to the exponen-
tial search space of phrase alignments, we assume that the
alignment model has a uniform distribution for simplicity
and leave the learning of the alignment model for future
work.
We distinguish between two kinds of phrase transla-
tion models: non-empty and empty. For non-empty target
phrases, the phrase translation probability can be decom-
posed as a product of word-level translation probabilities:
P (yzk |x,yz1 , . . . ,yzk−1 ;θ)
=
|yzk |∏
l=1
P (y(l)zk |x,yz1 , . . . ,yzk−1 ,y(1)zk , . . . ,y(l−1)zk ;θn), (3)
where y(l)zk is the l-th word in the target phrase yzk and θn
denotes the set of model parameters related to non-empty
phrases. Note that the word-level translation probabilities
in Eq. (3) can be easily calculated by arbitrary NMT mod-
els.
For the empty target phrase such as yz5 = y0, we define
the phrase translation probability as
P (yzk |x,yz1 , . . . ,yzk−1 ;θ)
= P (y0|xzk ,x/xzk ;θe), (4)
where xzk is the source phrase aligned to y0, x/xzk is the
surrounding context on the source side, and θe is the set
of model parameters related to empty phrases. For sim-
plicity, we restrict that unaligned source phrase xzk to be
a single source word. Note that θ = θn ∪ θe.
We use the self-attention based encoder (Vaswani et al.,
2017) to model the translation probability of empty target
phrases. The encoder takes xzk and x/xzk as input and
output the probability of omitting xzk .
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<c1> American poet <c2> Edgar Allan Poe </c2> </c1> 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Step Rule Coverage Stack Translation
0 000000000
1 Push 100000000 <c1>
2 Translate 110000000 <c1> meiguo
3 Translate 110000000 <c1> meiguo de
4 Translate 111000000 <c1> meiguo de shiren
5 Push 111100000 <c1> <c2>
6 Translate 111111100 <c1> <c2> meiguo de shiren ailunpo
7 Push 111111110 <c1> <c2> </c2> meiguo de shiren ailunpo
8 Pop 111111110 <c1> meiguo de shiren ailunpo
9 Push 111111111 <c1> </c1> meiguo de shiren ailunpo
10 Pop 111111111 meiguo de shiren ailunpo
meiguo de shiren
Figure 3: An example derivation of structurally constrained decoding.
Item: [x, c, S,y]
<latexit sha1_base64="x5GCb WKozsYuIa4n/9OdVgNdKxM=">AAACEHicbZA9T8MwEIad8lXKV4CR xaJCMKAqASQYK1gYi6AfUhpVjuu0Vh0nsh1EFOUnsPBXWBhAiJWRjX +D0wYBLSdZevzene7u9SJGpbKsT6M0N7+wuFRerqysrq1vmJtbLRn GApMmDlkoOh6ShFFOmooqRjqRICjwGGl7o4s8374lQtKQ36gkIm6A Bpz6FCOlpZ6573QDpIaen95lh/Cbsebrn2+SuT2zatWsccBZsAuogi IaPfOj2w9xHBCuMENSOrYVKTdFQlHMSFbpxpJECI/QgDgaOQqIdNP xQRnc00of+qHQjys4Vn93pCiQMgk8XZmvKKdzufhfzomVf+amlEex IhxPBvkxgyqEuTuwTwXBiiUaEBZU7wrxEAmElfawok2wp0+ehdZRzT 6uWVcn1fp5YUcZ7IBdcABscArq4BI0QBNgcA8ewTN4MR6MJ+PVeJu UloyiZxv8CeP9C1v6nMg=</latexit>
[x, {0}I , ;, ✏]
<latexit sha1_base64="8ffs qc/00/fdppHcMhNRRYunGlw=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV 26GSyCCymJCrosutFdBXuBJpbJ9EQHJ5MwcyKW0Jdw46u4caGIW8 Gdb+Ok7cLbDwMf/zmHM+cPUykMuu6nMzU9Mzs3X1ooLy4tr6xW1t ZbJsk0hyZPZKI7ITMghYImCpTQSTWwOJTQDm9Oinr7FrQRibrAQQ pBzK6UiARnaK1eZbfrxwyvwyi/G+5SP3f94WV+ViDEKQ4MYIGpET JRQa9SdWvuSPQveBOokokavcqH3094FoNCLpkxXc9NMciZRsElD Mt+ZiBl/IZdQdeiYjGYIB9dNaTb1unTKNH2KaQj9/tEzmJjBnFoO 4sTzO9aYf5X62YYHQW5UGmGoPh4UZRJigktIqJ9oYGjHFhgXAv7V 8qvmWYcbZBlG4L3++S/0Nqrefs19/ygWj+exFEim2SL7BCPHJI6O SUN0iSc3JNH8kxenAfnyXl13satU85kZoP8kPP+BVSknus=</lat exit>
Axiom:
[x, {1}I , ;, yˆ]
<latexit sha1_base64="g68 OLpKj8WkqxxqeqkX4cLcEPVk=">AAACHXicbZBNS8NAEIY39bt +VT16WSyCBymJFvQoetGbglWhiWWznbRLNx/sTsQQ8ke8+Fe8e FDEgxfx37ipFbT6wsLDOzPszOsnUmi07Q+rMjE5NT0zO1edX1 hcWq6trF7oOFUcWjyWsbrymQYpImihQAlXiQIW+hIu/cFRWb+8 AaVFHJ1jloAXsl4kAsEZGqtTa7bdkGHfD/LbYpu6ueMW1/lJiR AmmGlAg32G+XdbVhRep1a3G/ZQ9C84I6iTkU47tTe3G/M0hAi 5ZFq3HTtBL2cKBZdQVN1UQ8L4gPWgbTBiIWgvH15X0E3jdGkQK /MipEP350TOQq2z0Ded5Y56vFaa/9XaKQb7Xi6iJEWI+NdHQSo pxrSMinaFAo4yM8C4EmZXyvtMMY4m0KoJwRk/+S9c7DSc3YZ9 1qwfHI7imCXrZINsEYfskQNyTE5Ji3ByRx7IE3m27q1H68V6/W qtWKOZNfJL1vsnVnyitg==</latexit>
Goal:
Inference rules:
Translate
Push
p : [x, c1, S,y], 0 : [x, c2, ;, s]
p : [x, c1 + c2, S|s,y]
<latexit sha1_base64="GH fnPLbFrAdpy+X062GR1J7Vde8=">AAAChXicfVHbSgMxEM2 u93qr+uhLsAgFa9mtouKLoi8+KlottEvJprM1mL2QzIrLun /iV/nm35jWirZeBgIn58xkJmf8RAqNjvNm2VPTM7Nz8wulxa XlldXy2vqtjlPFocljGauWzzRIEUETBUpoJQpY6Eu48x/OB /rdIygt4ugGswS8kPUjEQjO0FDd8ksnUIznyXG7EzK894P8 qajRT8yLrluj119EVng16vyZ3DA3CBPMNGCNaq/472G6M1F 6/azHOhXdcsWpO8OgP4E7AhUyistu+bXTi3kaQoRcMq3brp OglzOFgksoSp1UQ8L4A+tD28CIhaC9fOhiQbcN06NBrMyJkA 7Z7xU5C7XOQt9kDmbUk9qA/E1rpxgcebmIkhQh4h+NglRSj OlgJbQnFHCUmQGMK2FmpfyembWgWVzJmOBOfvknuG3U3b26 c7VfOT0b2TFPNskWqRKXHJJTckEuSZNwy7aqlms17Dl7196 3Dz5SbWtUs0HGwj55By7Fwvw=</latexit>
Pop
p : [x, c, S|s1s2,y]
p : [x, c, S,y]
<latexit sha1_base64="TP MYfWv1YlPDf40i9jBR+KmLYnI=">AAACTHicfZBLS8NAFIUn VWutr6pLN4NFcCElqYLiqujGZUX7gCSEyXTSDp08mJmIIeY HunHhzl/hxoUigpO2om3FCwMf59zLvXPciFEhdf1ZKywsLhW XSyvl1bX1jc3K1nZbhDHHpIVDFvKuiwRhNCAtSSUj3YgT5L uMdNzhRe53bgkXNAxuZBIR20f9gHoUI6kkp4ItjyOcRmem5S M5cL30LjuE34wVX98Lx4DCqf/ISWZn/45MtzqVql7TRwXnw ZhAFUyq6VSerF6IY58EEjMkhGnokbRTxCXFjGRlKxYkQniI+ sRUGCCfCDsdhZHBfaX0oBdy9QIJR+rviRT5QiS+qzrzG8Ws l4t/eWYsvVM7pUEUSxLg8SIvZlCGME8W9ignWLJEAcKcqlsh HiCVrlT5l1UIxuyX56FdrxlHNf3quNo4n8RRArtgDxwAA5y ABrgETdACGDyAF/AG3rVH7VX70D7HrQVtMrMDpqpQ/AIwb7S V</latexit>
p : [x, c1, S,y1], 0 : [x, c2, ;,y2]
p+ logP (y2|x,y1) : [x, c1 + c2, S,y1y2]
<latexit sha1_base64="PD Z/7WsdA+RFPd42Qs4/Z1+agD8=">AAAC0XicdVLBThsxEPV uSwuhtCkce7EaIVERRbtppVacEFx6qoJoAClZRV5nNljYu5 Y9W7FatkJc+bve+AM+A28IKgkwkqXn92b8xh7HWgqLQXDj+ a9eL715u7zSWH239v5D8+P6kc1yw6HPM5mZk5hZkCKFPgqU cKINMBVLOI7P9mv9+A8YK7L0NxYaIsUmqUgEZ+ioUfN2mBj GS70zGCqGp3FSnldt+oB5NQrb9PA/UTgiatPgxfSu24HSWF jAubJuVJV6e0oYVcpsUvW2HssXzx1Y2315ubXteeOFPufNR 81W0AmmQZ+CcAZaZBa9UfPfcJzxXEGKXDJrB2GgMSqZQcEl VI1hbkEzfsYmMHAwZQpsVE4nUtFNx4xpkhm3UqRT9nFFyZS 1hYpdZt2lXdRq8jltkGPyIypFqnOElN8bJbmkmNF6vHQsDH CUhQOMG+F6pfyUuRGj+wQN9wjh4pWfgqNuJ/za6R58a+3uz Z5jmXwin8kWCcl3skt+kh7pE+798tCrvL/+oV/4l/7Vfarv zWo2yFz413c+DOOk</latexit>
Figure 4: The deductive system of structurally constrained
decoding.
3.2 Training
Given a parallel corpus D = {〈x(s),y(s)〉}Ss=1, the stan-
dard training objective is to maximize the log-likelihood
of the training data:
θˆ = argmax
θ
{
S∑
s=1
logP (y(s)|x(s);θ)
}
. (5)
As training the latent-variable model requires to enu-
merate all possible phrase alignments, it is impractical to
directly estimate θn and θe jointly. Instead, we propose to
train the two models separately. For the non-empty trans-
lation model in Eq. (3), the training objective is given by
θˆn
= argmax
θn
{
S∑
s=1
|y(s)|∑
j=1
logP (y
(s)
j |x(s),y(s)<j ;θn)
}
. (6)
For the empty translation model in Eq. (4), we can use
an external word alignment tool (Och and Ney, 2003) to
generate word alignments for the parallel corpus D. It is
easy to decide whether a source word is unaligned or not
based on the word alignments. As a result, the training
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objective for the empty translation model is given by
θˆe = argmin
θe
{
S∑
s=1
|x(s)|∑
i=1
CE(x(s),u(s),θe, i)
}
, (7)
where u(s) = u(s)1 , . . . , u
(s)
I is an indicator vector corre-
sponding to the s-th source sentence x(s) that indicates
whether x(s)i is unaligned and CE(·) is the cross entropy
loss defined as
CE(x(s),u(s),θe, i)
= −u(s)i logP (y0|x(s)i ,x(s)/x(s)i ;θe) +
(1− u(s)i ) log
(
1− P (y0|x(s)i ,x(s)/x(s)i ;θe)
)
.(8)
3.3 Decoding
Given the learned model parameters θˆ = θˆn ∪ θˆe and
an unseen source sentence x, our goal is to find the tar-
get sentence yˆ and phrase alignment zˆ with the highest
probability without violating pre-specified constraints:
yˆ, zˆ = argmax
y,z s.t. C(x,y,z,C)=1
{
P (y, z|x; θˆ)
}
, (9)
where C(x,y, z, C) is a function that checks whether the
resulting translation and alignment conform to a set of
pre-specified constraints C. The function returns 1 if all
constraints are satisfied and 0 otherwise.
As it is computationally expensive to enumerate all
possible phrases and alignments during decoding, we re-
sort to an external bilingual phrase table (Koehn et al.,
2003) to restrict the search space. Before decoding, the
candidate translations of each source phrase, which are
usually referred to as translation options, can be collected
by matching the phrase table against the input sentence.
Note that unlike Koehn et al. (2003), our approach allows
a source phrase or a target phrase to be unaligned.
It is easy for our approach to impose lexical constraints
during the option collection process simply by replacing
the translation of the pre-specified source phrase with the
pre-specified target phrase. To achieve this, we restrict
that (1) the pre-specified source phrase must be translated
into a continuous segment and (2) its translation options
do not overlap with other words. To impose structural con-
straints, we restrict that the translation options within a
paired HTML tags do not intersect with those outside.
As unconstrained decoding is a special case of struc-
turally constrained decoding and lexically constrained de-
coding can be achieved by restricting translation options,
we focus on describing the structurally constrained de-
coding algorithm. We use a deductive system to formally
describe the decoding process. An item in the deductive
system is a 4-tuple [x, c, S,y] defined as follows: 1
1. Source sentence x: To capture structural constraints,
we add open constraint tags (e.g., “〈c1〉” and “〈c2〉”)
and close constraint tags (e.g., “〈/c1〉” and “〈/c2〉”)
to the input, as shown in Figure 3. Note that sentence
boundaries can also be seen as constraints.
2. Coverage vector c: A vector that consists of 0’s and
1’s to indicate which source words have been cov-
ered. The coverage vector is initialized as {0}I .
3. Stack S: A stack that stores constraint tags. The de-
coding algorithm uses the stack to preserve structural
constraints.
4. Translation y: Partial translation generated during
the decoding process.
Each item is associated with a log probability p yielded
by our model. Note that a translation option can also be
represented as an item [x, c, ∅,y]. Except for the position
of the source phrase, all other positions in c are set to
0. y is simply the target phrase. The log probability of a
translation option is set to 0.
As shown in Figure 4, the deductive system comprises
three inference rules:
1. Translate: Translate a source phrase using a transla-
tion option. In Figure 4, [x, c1, S,y] is a current item
and [x, c2, ∅,y2] is a translation option. This rule is
activated in two cases: the translation option covers
an uncovered source phrase within the constraint 2
at the top of the stack, or the source phrase is empty
(i.e., c2 = {0}I ).
2. Push: Push a constraint tag to the stack. The
algorithm constructs a special translation option
1As it is easy to obtain phrase alignment during the decoding process,
we omit it in the item for simplicity.
2By “within the constraint”, we mean that the constraint is the inner-
est one that encloses a token. For example, in Figure 3, “Edgar” is within
the inner constraint c2 rather than the outer constraint c1.
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[x, c2, ∅, s] for a constraint tag s. For the open con-
straint tag “〈c〉”, this rule is activated when all source
words within the constraint are uncovered and the
algorithm starts to translate any source phrase within
the constraint. For the close constraint tag “〈/c〉”, this
rule is activated when all source words within the
constraint are covered.
3. Pop: Pop the top two constraint tags from the stack.
This rule is activated if the top two elements in the
stack are paired open and close tags (e.g., “〈c1〉” and
“〈/c1〉”).
Similar to lexically constrained decoding (Hokamp and
Liu, 2017; Post and Vilar, 2018), we use an I × J matrix
M to store all items generated during decoding, where
I is the length of input and J is the maximum length of
the output. Each element Mi,j is a stack of items with i
source words covered and j target words generated. While
the time complexity of the decoding algorithm in stan-
dard NMT is O(bJ), the time complexity of our algo-
rithm is O(bIJ), where b is the beam size (i.e., the maxi-
mum number of items stored in each stack). To speed up
the decoding, our approach only keeps top-b items for all
stacks with the same number of generated target words
(i.e., M∗,j). As a result, the time complexity of our algo-
rithm is reduced to O(kJ), which is identical to that of
Post and Vilar (2018).
4 Experiments
4.1 Setup
We evaluated our approach on the Chinese-English trans-
lation task. The training set contains 1.25M sentence pairs
from LDC 3 with 29.8M Chinese tokens and 35.8M En-
glish tokens after byte pair encoding (Sennrich et al.,
2016) with 32K merges. The NIST 2006 dataset is used as
the development set and the NIST 2008 datasets is used
as the test set. The evaluation metric is case-insensitive
BLEU4 (Papineni et al., 2002) as calculated by the multi-
bleu.perl script.
3The training set is composed of LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07,
LDC2003E14, part of LDC2004T07, LDC2004T08, and LDC-
2005T06.
empty BLEUsource target
× × 41.69
× √ 47.43√ × 39.28√ √
47.77
Table 1: Effect of empty phrases on the source and target
sides on the development set.
model MT06 MT08
Transformer 47.44 37.49
this work 47.77 38.14
Table 2: Comparison between the standard Transformer
model and our latent variable model.
The NMT model used in our experiments is Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017). The number of layers is
set to 6 for both encoder and decoder. The hidden size
is set to 512 and the filter size is set to 2,048. There
are 8 separate heads in the multi-head attention. We used
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) to optimize model param-
eters. During training, each batch contains approximately
25,000 tokens. We adopt the learning rate decay policy
as described by Vaswani et al. (2017). The length penalty
(Wu et al., 2016) is used and the hyper-parameter α is set
to 0.6.
For our approach, we used the training set to train the
non-empty translation model in Eq. (3). The same train-
ing set was also used to obtain an aligned parallel corpus
using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), which is used to ex-
tract a bilingual phrase table (Koehn et al., 2003) to collect
translation options and train the empty translation model
in Eq. (4). The translation options of the empty source
phrase are restricted to most frequent words of which the
probabilities of aligning to the empty source phrase are
higher than 0.2 on the training set.
4.2 Results on Unconstrained Decoding
In this experiment, we compared our method with the
standard Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017).
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Figure 5: Comparison between attention and alignment.
Effect of Empty Phrases
Table 1 shows the effect of empty source and target
phrases on the development set. The empty source phrase
allows for target word insertion and the empty target
phrase permits source word omission. It is clear that intro-
ducing empty phrases on both sides is beneficial for im-
proving translation quality, suggesting that it is important
to use empty phrases to reduce the discrepancy between
the phrase-based search space and neural models. An in-
teresting finding is that allowing for target word insertion
but disabling source word omission dramatically hurts the
translation performance (i.e., 39.28). We find that the de-
coder tends to insert many meaningless target words.
Comparison with Transformer
Table 2 shows the comparison between the standard
Transformer model and our latent variable model. Our
model is different from the standard model in two as-
pects. First, our model uses a phrase lattice to represent
the search space. Second, empty phrases are introduced
to make the search space more flexible than that of con-
ventional SMT. We find that our model slightly improves
over the standard model, suggesting that we can use the
phrase-based search space to replace the standard search
space for lexically and structurally constrained decoding.
Visualization
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the attention and
alignment. As there is no attention between the input and
output in the Transformer model, the heatmap in Figure 5
is taken from the encoder-decoder attention in the third
layer. In the heatmap, the attention weight is averaged
over 8 different heads. While the attention matrix only re-
veals the relevance between source and target words, the
phrase alignment generated by our model is more useful
for achieving lexically and structurally constrained decod-
ing.
4.3 Results on Lexically Constrained De-
coding
In this experiment, we compared our method with dy-
namic beam allocation (DBA) proposed by Post and Vi-
lar (2018). We asked human experts to pre-specify 467
distinct lexical constraints with 1,005 occurrences for the
NIST 2008 dataset. They are mostly translations of named
entities.
We find that imposing lexical constraints using DBA
achieves a BLEU score of 38.54 and our approach
achieves a BLEU score of 39.43. Table 3 shows some
example translations. Given a lexical constraint (“taose”,
“color blossoms”), unconstrained decoding fails to gener-
ate “color blossoms” on the target side. DBA is capable
of enforcing the target phrase of the lexical constraint to
appear in the translation. However, there is an extra tar-
get word “peach” (highlighted in bold) that is also con-
nected to “taose”. In other words, “taose” is translated
twice in a wrong way. To make things worse, DBA omits
the source phrase “hai ting hao de” (highlighted in italic).
Similar findings are also observed on the second example,
in which the Chinese word “wendiya” is translated twice
by DBA: “avandia” and “man dim” (highlighted in bold).
We observe that 6.9% of the source phrases of lexi-
cal constraints on the test set are repeatedly translated by
DBA while the proportion drops to 0.3% for our approach.
One possible reason is that DBA ignores the source side
of a lexical constraint and thus inevitably impairs the ad-
equacy of the resulting translation.
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lexical constraints (“taose”, “color blossoms”)
source “ taose ” qian ban duan hai ting hao de , dajia dou shi xinren .
reference the first half of “ color blossoms ” is quite good . they are all first-timers .
no constraint the first half of the “ peach color ” is still quite good . people are new people .
DBA in the first half of the “ peach color blossoms , ” people are new people .
this work the first half of the “ color blossoms ” is still quite good . people are new people .
lexical constraints (“yaoguanju”, “fda”), (“7 yue 30 ri”, “july 30”), (“wendiya”, “avandia”)
source yaoguanju jiang yu 7 yue 30 ri juxing youguan wendiya anquanxing de tingzhenghui
reference the fda will hold a hearing into the safety of avandia on july 30 .
no constraint the drug administration will hold hearings on the safety of wendiya on july 30 .
DBA fda avandia will hold a hearing on the safety of man dim on july 30.
this work the fda will hold hearings on the safety of avandia on july 30 .
Table 3: Example translations of two lexically constrained decoding algorithms. We use DBA to denote the dynamic
beam allocation method proposed by (Post and Vilar, 2018). Lexical constraints are highlighted in different colors.
We find that although DBA is able to include all specified target phrases in the translations, it tends to either translate
the specified source phrases repeatedly (highlighted in bold) or omitting source phrases (highlighted in italic).
4.4 Results on Structurally Constrained
Decoding
We evaluated our structurally constrained decoding algo-
rithm on a webpage translation task.
Dataset
As labeled data is limited in quantity for webpage transla-
tion, we still use the unstructured Chinese-English dataset
that contains 1.25M sentence pairs as the training set. We
built a test set for Chinese-English structured text trans-
lation based on the webpages of Wikipedia. The test set
contains 200 sentences with HTML tags retained. On av-
erage, each sentence in the test set has 36.9 words and 2.6
pairs of HTML tags.
Baselines
We compared our approach with the following five base-
lines: 4
1. REMOVE: Remove all HTML tags before decoding
4We did not compare with the methods that train SMT models on
parallel corpora for webpage translation because these datasets are not
publicly available.
and do not insert tags back to translations after de-
coding.
2. SPLIT (Al-Anzi et al., 1997): Split the input by
tags before decoding, translate textual parts indepen-
dently, and concatenate translations monotonically
after decoding.
3. MATCH (Zantout and Guessoum, 2001): Remove all
HTML tags before decoding and insert tags back to
translations by matching.
4. ALIGN (Joanis et al., 2013): Remove all HTML tags
before decoding and insert tags back to translations
using word alignments generated by GIZA++.
5. GOOGLE: The Google Translate online system. 5
All the baselines except GOOGLE share the same
Transformer model with our approach.
Results on Webpage Translation
Table 4 shows the comparison of imposing structural con-
straints with existing methods on the test set. As REMOVE
ignores all HTML tags, it is not capable of imposing
5https://translate.google.com/
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Method w/o tag w/ tag in tag
REMOVE 33.29 22.08 -
SPLIT 20.39 24.54 37.66
MATCH 33.29 33.32 37.74
ALIGN 33.29 36.71 30.98
GOOGLE 31.30 35.36 34.41
Ours 33.42 37.52 38.41
Table 4: Results on the webpage translation task. “w/o
tag” denotes the BLEU score without considering HTML
tags, “w/ tag” denotes the BLEU score considering
HTML tags, and “in tag” denotes the BLEU score consid-
ering only the text enclosed by tags. Note that REMOVE
does not have the “in tag” BLEU score because all tags
are removed.
structural constraints. SPLIT ensures that the structural
constraints can be imposed correctly because the sen-
tence segments between HTML tags are translated inde-
pendently, but the translation quality drops dramatically.
MATCH and ALIGN take the full advantage of standard
NMT to translate the textual parts but often fail to recover
HTML tags correctly after decoding. According to the
translations, it seems that GOOGLE uses a strategy similar
to SPLIT but achieves much higher BLEU scores because
it used much larger training data than all other methods.
Our approach achieves the best performance in terms of
all evaluation metrics by fully preserving the structural
constraints without losing translation quality.
5 Conclusion
We have presented a latent variable model for neural ma-
chine translation that treats phrase alignment as an unob-
served latent variable. The introduction of phrase align-
ment makes it possible to decompose the translation pro-
cess of arbitrary NMT models into interpretable steps. In
addition, it is also convenient to use our approach to im-
pose lexical and structural constraints thanks to the avail-
ability of phrase alignment. Experiments show that the
proposed method achieves significant better performance
on both lexically and structurally constrained translation
tasks.
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